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The History 30 Mid-term: Assignment 4: The Path to Responsible Government
The midterm process tests students on both their capacity to recall certain important historical facts along with
their understanding of significant philosophical and historical developments in Canada’s history. The midterm is
less of a test and more of a process, in that, it is broken up into a series of steps ranging from reading articles,
watching and responding to videos, reviewing an exam outline and webpages, and completing a series of
objective and subjective questions.
o
o

o
o

Meet all deadlines and not fall behind in the process
No additional time will be given to complete any of the steps, i.e. whatever work you’ve completed at a
deadline is what you will be evaluated on. So if you submit nothing, you will receive a 0 for that step; or
if you only partially complete a step you’ll receive a mark reflecting the quality/amount of work you’ve
completed.
Follow all directions exactly as described (read instructions carefully)
Organize your written work using the appropriate headings, e.g. Step 1, Step 2, etc.

Day 1

STEP 1 (1 mark). Create a Google Doc and name it according to the following format,
e.g. StudentName_Midterm. Use this document to collect and share all of your work
with the teacher. Share the file immediately with the following email address
(rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca). Give the teacher full editing privileges so they can provide
written feedback, etc. right on this document.
STEP 2 (4 marks). Assemble a glossary based on the important terms, personalities
and events, etc. presented in the table below. Please note content from unit 4 is
emphasized more than any other single unit. These terms must be memorized. You’ll
be quizzed on them on the objective part of the midterm, e.g. matching, multiple
choice, true/false, ordering, contextuals, and true/false and why questions.
Incorporate your definitions into the midterm Google Doc (created during Step 1).
Obviously students have already created definitions for the majority of these terms on
the previous unit end exam outlines; nevertheless, you should go through the process
of re-assembling the terms so you’ve at least made some effort to relearn them.

Unit 1
Cahokia
Iroquoia
Huronia
Dekanahwidah
Shawnadithit
Donnacona
Metis

Unit 2
General James Wolfe
General Montcalm
Fort Louisbourg
Governor Guy Carleton
Pierre d’Iberville
Royal Proclamation
Quebec Act

Unit 3
Aristocratic
Democratic
Conservative
Liberal
Hegemony
Constitution Act
Slave Act

Unit 4
Indian Confederation
Tecumseh
Isaac Brock
Responsible Government
Joseph Howe
Chateau Clique
Family Compact
Durham Report
Robert Baldwin
Louis-Hippolyte LaFontaine
Rebellion Losses Bill
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Day 2

STEP 3 (Mastery Learning & Formative Assessment). Study for the objective test by
playing one of the available review games or completing one of the associated
practice tests. Review games can be played over and over again to help you master the
content. The practice tests should be written at the start of this process and again at
the end, i.e. the exams represent a type of formative assessment you can use to build
your awareness on how well you understand the content.
Note: if you feel you have worked enough on this stage, feel free to begin the work for
Day 4.

Day 3

STEP 4 (20 marks). Write the objective exam.

Day 4

STEP 5 (10 marks). Watch the video Rebellion and Reform and complete the
associated viewing guide questions. The link to the video is located on the course’s
companion website (www.vcanada2.com). The video is viewable on any platform so
long as you have an Internet connection. The video presents the story of Canada’s
evolution from a colony dominated by the English elite to a complex society giving both
French and English equal protection under the law through responsible government.1
Incorporate your answers to the viewing guide questions into the midterm Google Doc.
Organize your answers using the headings and numbers from the viewing guide
question sheet. If you do not finish this task in class, you must complete it on your own
time.

Day 5/6

STEP 6 (2 marks). Read the introduction to John Raulston Saul’s article “Everything In
One Moment” (located on page 3 and 4 of this document). Then immediately answer
the numbered question below before reading Saul’s article itself. Incorporate your
answer using the appropriate headings in the midterm Google Docs.
1. Based on your reading of the introduction, predict what general topic John
Raulston Saul’s will discuss in his article. Your answer must be a minimum 100
words in length (and no longer than 200). Do not plagiarize any of the
language, expressions, etc. from the introduction. If you have to use anything
directly from the introduction in your answer, paraphrase or place these ideas
into your own words.

1

Responsible government refers to a government that is responsible to the people: the government is ultimately
dependent on the support of an elected assembly (rather than on the support or good will of a monarch). Responsible
government embodies the principle of “parliamentary accountability”, i.e. government must respond meaningfully to the
needs of the people by operating responsibly, e.g. not spending money only to benefit the rich but using tax dollars to
benefit all of society; not giving one set of citizens security under the law but providing guarantees for all, etc.
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Introduction
Canada has one of the world’s most progressive and tolerant societies (and is arguably the globe’s only
genuinely multicultural country). Nevertheless Canada’s greatness doesn’t stem from its multiculturalism, how it
protects the rights of people, toleration or its diversity. Rather the country is special precisely because of the
role political restraint2 has played in the country’s evolution (especially when Canada is compared to other
countries).3 More often than not, governments resort first and foremost to violence as opposed to diplomacy to
solve social problems; moreover, governments typically treat diversity—ethnic, racial, ideological—as a problem
or weakness as opposed to a strength; this is not the case in Canada where diversity has come to be associated
as one of the nation’s greatest strengths. For some reason Canada succeeded where others failed in moving
away from a politics based on fear and division towards a more humane and responsible way of governing.
Why?
Despite the existence of significant French-English tension in Canada’s early days, the nation overcame age old
patterns of violence defining the relationship between a government and its people; that is, Canadian society is
greatly influenced by values like fairness, equity and political restraint; moreover, Canadians place a great deal
of value on a government who responds meaningfully to the needs of all citizens. Regional differences between
Canadians do create some problems between provinces; however, when it comes to protecting individuals from
unwarranted interference or protecting the nation’s diversity the Canadian government has struck a reasonable
balance. By comparison American society continues struggling to meaningfully address its problems with racism,
regionalism, religious prejudice, and ethnic tension.
Race was, and remains, so central to the American identity and psyche the country almost destroyed itself
through a bloody civil war (1862-1865) fought largely to end the practice of slavery. Although the Civil War
ended in 1865, America strangely continues struggling with unresolved issues around race in the present day.4
Canada is not perfect (not by any stretch of the imagination); however, even a quick glance at American news
2

Political restraint is exercised when a government remains unemotional and moderate. For example, government alone
has the authority to order the army to fire upon protestors. Historically speaking, violence is used more often than not to
restore law and order; however, using violence never solves the underlying cause of the public’s frustration. On the other
hand, restraint (or deliberately avoiding violence) creates a space where government and protestors can actually talk to and
work with one another to solve problems. In the case of Canada in the 1849, the government had every right to fire upon
the English elite who were violently protesting a bill designed to compensate French Canadiens for property damage and
loss during the 1837 Rebellion in Lower Canada; however, firing on the English mob would have created martyrs for future
protestors to rally around and would simply escalate the situation. Thus, the government passed the Rebellion Losses Bill
into law and used strategic patience to outwait the protestors. In so doing, they established that the rule of law and
reason—and not the power of the mob—would determine the course Canada would follow.
3
Historically speaking, citizens actually expect governments to resort to violence. In 2011 tens of thousands of Egyptian
protesters occupied Cairo’s famed Tahrir squared protesting the corruption of Egypt’s dictator, Hosni Mubarak. Mubarak
ordered troops to fire on the protesters killing 13. Within a month of the state-sponsored murders, Mubarak was removed
from power and Egypt embarked upon a new course. The events in Egypt are typical of how governments have responded
to social “problems” like ethnic or religious diversity and divergence in political beliefs.
4
In 2011 the state of Alabama, passed a statewide voter ID law to prevent what was described as “rampant voter fraud.”
The ID law seemed reasonable enough, i.e. before voting you had to prove you were you. The problem with the law though
was many people of color in states like Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana (and the all the former slave holding states) do not
have driver’s licenses or passports; they cannot afford to travel or drive and so lack the pre-requisite to vote, e.g.
identification papers. With that said, the problem with voter fraud in the United States is essentially non-existent. What the
ID law did was disqualify tens of thousands of African-American seniors from participating in elections they had been voting
in since the mid-1960s when the Voting Rights Act was passed into law. Consequently, Republican candidates have
benefitted because a disproportionate number of whites have ID and are therefore able to cast votes. Source:
https://votingwars.news21.com/african-americans-in-the-south-face-new-barriers-to-vote/.
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sites reveals significant differences exist between American and Canadian attitudes towards diversity.5 American
politician Michelle Bachman publicly observed African-Americans fared better under slavery;6 and more
recently, during an exit poll following the 2016 presidential election approximately 20% of President Donald
Trump’s supporters literally acknowledged they believed Abraham Lincoln should not have freed the slaves7
(while a further 10% remained undecided on the issue). So, while Canada is not immune to the occasional
outbreak of violence8, interactions between the Canadian People and their government are largely diplomatic,
responsive and “restrained.”9
The Swiss-French Enlightenment philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778 CE) once observed human
beings are born free but everywhere they are in chains. The chains Rousseau spoke of were in one sense real
and in another sense imaginary: the chains were real in the sense that in order to live in society people
necessarily had to give up some of their freedom. For example, President Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865 CE)
argued perfect liberty for the wolves (the elite) meant death to the lambs (everyone else); thus, reasonable
limits are imposed by governments on personal freedom in order to guarantee the common good.10 In terms of
imaginary chains—and that’s what they are, imaginary—people bind themselves to the illusion their tribe is
best—a tribe based on the accident of one’s that decides one’s race, ethnicity, gender, or religion. Tribalism, or a
sense of superiority on the one hand and that others are must be inferior on the other, leads to social exclusion;
and in the process of exclusion, society repeats the same tired behaviors and pattern accompanying all the
racism and social dysfunction that continues plaguing humanity (preventing it from progressing and enjoying
peace).
For several reasons Canada has largely overcome, or is working to overcome, the complexities of social diversity.
Before this was possible though old patterns of behavior were broken; tribalism was challenged successfully; the
temptation to use violence to get rid of social complexity and diversity was resisted and essentially overcome;
and leaders emerged who broke the mould showing us a new way of looking at the world. These leaders, LouisHippolyte LaFontaine (a French Canadien) and Robert Baldwin (an English Canadian), appeared in the 1830s;
they successfully challenged the expectations of their respective tribes setting Canada on its present course
away from government focused on racial differences maintained through violence to one that values peace and
diversity. This is their story (which, as it turns out, is our story)…

5

For the sake of accuracy it should be noted that there is still a great deal of need for improvements in the relationship
between Euro-Canadians and First Nations peoples; moreover, many Euro-Canadians hold some “complicated” views
towards Muslims and Islam. Further still, despite all of the issues America has related to racism Americans appear to be (by
some measures) more tolerant than Canadians. See http://www.macleans.ca/news/canada/out-of-sight-out-of-mind-2/ for
more.
6
https://www.forbes.com/sites/oshadavidson/2011/07/08/michele-bachmann-salutes-the-upside-toslavery/#57e0fb2f57fd
7
https://www.vox.com/2016/2/24/11105552/trump-supporters-slavery
8
In 2017, a man broke into a mosque in Quebec City opening fire killing six people.
9
Canadians tend to value consensus building and compromise. The spirit of compromise is strong among Canadians
because typically place greater value on the public good over individual interest. By contrast Americans typically value
individual interest over the public good; that is not to say the Americans lack a conscience or they are selfish by nature;
rather, there are certain implications for a society—like America—that prides itself on protecting the interest of the
individual (one of which is the public good must at times be sacrificed, e.g. the right of the individual to own a gun trumps
the rights of the community to have guns banned thereby getting rid of the risk of mass shootings, etc.).
10
The common good refers to either what is shared and beneficial for all or most members of a community. By contrast
individual self-interest refers to what is good for the individual and individual alone (often at the expense, but not
necessarily at the expense, of the common good).
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Day 6/7

STEP 7 (10 marks). Read John Raulston Saul’s article “Everything In One Moment.” Then
answer three (of your choice) of the five numbered questions below. Incorporate your
answer using the appropriate headings into the midterm Google Docs. All answers should be
a minimum 100 words in length. There is no maximum word count. I am looking to see
whether or not students comprehend concepts presented in Saul’s article, i.e. it is important
you make direct reference to Saul’s article in your answer. Thus, read the questions carefully
ensuring you are actually answering the question as asked not saying something irrelevant
and unrelated.
1. LaFontaine and Baldwin knew what was at stake as they stood waiting for Governor
General Elgin in front of Parliament. LaFontaine was the lawfully elected prime
minister of Canada. He had the power to command the army to crush the mob. If
LaFontaine gave the order to fire on the mob, what Canadian values would have been
lost?
2. England’s government viewed Lafontaine’s refusal to “keep order by shooting the
mob” as a sign of weakness. Why?
3. In the 1840s a “loyal Canadian” was someone who was ready to fight back against
anyone who was being disloyal. For this reason LaFontaine and Baldwin were viewed
as weak or even disloyal for not calling on the army to disperse the rioting mobs.
Restraint had never really been tried before as a technique of maintaining law and
order. Why?
4. LaFontaine and Baldwin argued that the mob was being disloyal because they sought
to set “religion against religion, language against language, race against race.” The
Reformers argued true loyalty was to the “public good and to an ethically-based wellbeing that brought people together instead of dividing them.”
Create a table with the first row divided into two-columns and the second row with
only one column. In the leftmost column of the first row, briefly summarize what a
society looks like where citizens fight one another over religious, linguistic and racial
differences; and in the rightmost column, write a brief summary of what a society
looks like where citizens work together for the common good. In the second row,
explain which society you would want to live in and why.
The table’s structure should look like this:

5. The first characteristic of the LaFontaine-Baldwin philosophy was a devotion to peace
and restraint. In the violent context of 1848-49, their approach was mistaken for
weakness and indecision.
In a paragraph, explain how their approach was a principled example of strength and
decisiveness.
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“Everything in One Moment”
John Raulston Saul
Monday, April 30, 1849
Two friends stood, as they often did, close together, quite still, occasionally exchanging quiet words inaudible to the others.
In any case their words were muffled by the screams of rioters. It was early afternoon. A troop of professional infantry was
holding the mob back, just out of sight at the top of Place Jacques-Cartier, only fifty meters down the street. The insults
were easy enough to decipher. They were aimed at the two of them, Louis-Hippolyte LaFontaine, the prime minister, and
Robert Baldwin, his closest ally.

They were standing in the small,
pleasant courtyard of the old
Château Ramezay in the centre of
Montreal. For the last four years it
had been Government House. With
the Château behind them they could
gaze over the low decorative wall of
the courtyard, out across the Rue
Notre-Dame, cleared of the mob
only moments before, onto the
formal gardens that stretched down
to the city parade grounds, the Place
d’Armes. All of this remains much
as it was, except that the current
City Hall was later built on the
gardens.

There was a certain dissonance in the cries and taunts and threats of the mob, dominated by guttural northern Irish accents and
the braying of the sons of the city's Protestant elite. Behind the two solitary leaders, officials were waiting, watching them.
Others watched from the windows above. Watching for signs of panic, of emotional disarray. That is what the servants of
power do when power is at risk. They watch for signs. Signs of firmness, of calm — in other words, of leadership — or of
confusion or fear, signs of impending failure and the loss of power. The two friends knew that their role at that moment was
to emanate absolute calm and self-confidence.11

11

Regardless of either region or century, governments typically deal with disagreement and diversity the same way:
suppression and violence. Governments tend to worry first about preserving order for order’s sake as opposed to meeting
the immediate needs of the citizenry. Baldwin and LaFontaine were not typical leaders. They showed absolute calm in the
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Every few minutes a policeman or a political informant would slip through the gates, brief the two men and disappear back
out into the melee. The rioters had spread through the streets all around the Château, as many as five thousand of them, far
more than the police and soldiers combined. Besides, the majority of the soldiers were local militia, a militia largely
sympathetic to the mob. The government of Canada was surrounded and overwhelmingly outnumbered by rioters wanting
to overthrow it. From Place Jacques-Cartier and the Nelson Column they were thick all along Rue Notre-Dame and
apparently armed, at the very least, with paving stones and eggs.

LaFontaine and Baldwin were waiting for the arrival of the Governor General, Lord Elgin. To reach Government House he
would have to get through the mob. For protection he had with him a dozen local militia cavalry; again of uncertain loyalty.

*****

It was just after two o'clock, Monday, April 30, 1849. Fourteen months before, following a surprisingly fair election and the
defeat of the old pro—Family Compact government, Canada had become a democracy. It was the outcome of almost a decade
of integrated work by francophone and anglophone Reformers, building a new political party around a program of hundreds
of radical changes. On March 11, 1848, LaFontaine, francophone and Catholic, had become the first real prime minister of a
democratic Canada. In Nova Scotia, a month earlier, on February 7, Joseph Howe and James Uniacke had accomplished the
same thing "without a blow struck ... or pane of glass broken," as Howe put it. But they were operating in far less complicated
circumstances [compared to Upper Canada].

face of mob pressure and essentially took the moral high-ground to achieve their political goals. In other words, they were
optimistic that after the initial anger of citizens at the passage of the Rebellion Losses Bill disappeared they would calm
down and accept the following principle: if English Canadians deserved to be compensated for property lost during the
Rebellion of 1837 then by an extension of the same reasoning French Canadians likewise deserved compensation; this is
how the rule of law is maintained, i.e. no one group or segment of society can enjoy more rights, security or privileges than
any other.
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These successes in some ways
were part of a democratic
reform movement that was
racing across Europe. It had
begun with a revolution in
January in Sicily. Then came
the change in Nova Scotia in
early February (1848). A
revolution in Paris followed
later that month. Then
Canada. Metternich, the
architect of European
conservatism after the fall of
Napoleon, was driven from
office in Vienna and went into
exile in mid-March. In Berlin
the army opened fire and nine
hundred died, but the
movement continued. The
first Germany-wide prodemocracy parliament was in
place by May. In Prague, in
Budapest, in Transylvania, in Venice, Milan, Rome, and even in Vienna the emperors and princes and governors, even the
Pope, fled or abdicated or gave up real power. A few of these leaders were killed. In Stockholm there were riots and deaths. In
London, the twenty-nine year-old Queen Victoria was advised by the government to withdraw with her husband and six small
children to the Isle of Wight. The Bank of England was enveloped in sandbags with artillery behind them. Eighty-five
thousand anti-reform citizens were sworn in as special constables. From January on, autocrat after autocrat had fallen or given
in to the reformers' demands until virtually every government in Europe had been changed in favour of liberalism12 and
democracy. The result was an unprecedented revolution throughout Western civilization.
And then, in June, just as abruptly as it had begun, the revolution began to collapse. Prague was bombarded. There was a
counter-revolution. In Germany the princes struck back and the parliamentary movement dissolved. By October the
imperial authorities had retaken Vienna. The Pope was soon back in Rome. France, after thousands of violent deaths, was
slipping toward yet another imperial dictatorship. Democracy almost everywhere had been unseated and shoved back
into a cell for many decades, in some cases until 1989. Tens of thousands had died.

12

th

Liberalism in the 19 represented a political movement pushing for democratic reforms like increasing the number of
people eligible to vote and hold public office; also, the idea that the people themselves should be sovereign (in control) as
opposed to a king or queen became popular.
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We have always pretended that none of this was relevant to us in our little isolated colony, that somehow we didn't know
what was going on elsewhere. Or that Canada was too unimportant, too colonial, too unsophisticated to be part of a major
international intellectual and ethical movement. But Europe's democratic spring was entirely relevant, even if the social
and political model and the outcome here were the opposite of there. What happened here was intentionally different and
therefore revealing of Canada's emergence as an atypical nation-state.13

What was revolutionary in Canada was not so much the arrival of democracy as its conception. Democracy arrived as a
broad program of social, political, economic and administrative policies consciously and intellectually designed to bring
together opposing religions, languages and races.14 What was radical was the idea that a fair democracy could be based
not on a definition of race as an expression of the nation state, but on what today we would call diversity; fairness was
the key to diversity and diversity to fairness. The second revolutionary fact was that the Canadian movement was based
on the rigorous use of political restraint, precisely the opposite of reform and revolutionary movements in Europe and
the United States. Third, the reform movement here would manage to hold on to power while the others collapsed.

One technical reality lay at the core of what happened here. This was the first decade of the telegraph's use in
Canada. News travelled back and forth between Montreal, Toronto, Halifax, New York, and the European capitals
within a week to ten days. Curiously, word of the revolution in Paris had taken a few days longer and so arrived just after
the March 11 democratic breakthrough in Montreal. But the point is that Europe's 1849 spring of hope was covered
at great length in all the Canadian papers. Every detail was immediately served up and discussed by editorialists on all
sides. And then from June on the reversals across the continent were reported in equal detail. The Western world was
heading into an authoritarian era.15

And the anti-democratic mobs in Montreal in April 1849 knew all of this. They believed in authoritarian and racially
based government—in their particular case, of the Irish and Scottish Protestant sort. And they knew that everywhere
else conservative authoritarianism was back, as was respect for class as the appropriate structure for power. They
therefore saw themselves not as mobs but as the representatives of the triumphant wave of history.

LaFontaine and Baldwin themselves knew that they were on the losing side and that everywhere democrats had been defeated through
exactly the sort of violence that had taken over the streets of Montreal that afternoon. The isolation of the prime minister and his
friend in the courtyard of the Château Ramezay was symbolic of the isolation of democracy throughout the West.

13

If something is “atypical” it is unique and not representative of a type, group or class, e.g. Canada like France and Austria
was a nation but, quite unlike France and Austria, democratic reforms not destroyed by the return of an aristocratic elite;
instead, Canadians were able to introduce and build upon reforms leading to an expansion of democracy.
14
Canadian democracy was designed from the outset to bring different groups together rather than give one a superior
position over the other.
15
In 1848 virtually every country and kingdom in Europe was undergoing democratic reforms; however, by 1849 essentially
every democratic movement was crushed and kings and governments strengthened their control. The reform movement in
Canada though was successful.
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Five days before, on April 25, Elgin had come to town to give formal assent to forty-two reform laws that Parliament had voted
through. One of them — the Rebellion Losses Bill —had already become the focal point of the Opposition, which insisted it was an act of
disloyalty, if not of treason. It would compensate innocent citizens who had lost property during the 1837 Rebellion. This had
already been done for Upper Canadians. But they were British. The Opposition claimed that in Lower Canada the money would go
to former rebels. After all, it would go to French Canadians, and in a stunning leap of logic, no French Canadian, by national or racial
definition, was capable of real loyalty. Street demonstrators took up this theme of disloyalty and treason: parliamentary support
for rebels amounted to governmental treason, which in turn justified violence by loyal citizens. There was, after all, an
established British history of loyal citizens overthrowing disloyal governments. On the night of April 25 these self-defined
loyalists turned into a mob, attacked the grand Parliament building, which stood on what is now the Place d'Youville at
the other end of town from the Château Ramezay, and left it gutted by fire.

The next morning eighty or so distraught, confused, angry parliamentarians of all parties assembled in the new and
equally grand Bonsecours Market, the long, high neoclassical building that still stands just around the corner from the
Chateau. They were now even more deeply divided by their rival beliefs of what constituted loyalty. The Assembly met
upstairs in the unfinished, unheated, cavernous West Ballroom. They stood or sat hunched on a few rough benches. Three
days later, on Saturday the twenty-eighth, they voted along party lines for or against an Address to the Governor
General—a statement of admiration for his loyalty to Canadian democracy. 16 Their Address was an assertion of words over
violence, of debate over race and religion, but also of the public good over commercial power. The elected majority was
not going to bow before the mob.

This optimistic document was ridden urgently out to the Governor General at his official residence—Monklands—several
kilometers beyond the city limits, on the west side of Mont Royal. The house stands today almost as it was then, a vaguely
Italian-style villa, now used as a girls' school. [Governor General] Lord Elgin agreed to come into town on Monday. He would
come in full vice-regal regalia, in the state coach, pulled by two pairs of horses, led by a cavalry escort also in dress
uniform, in order to have these words of democratic loyalty read to him with the full formality of the state in the presence of
his government and his Parliament by the Speaker of the House. The whole exercise was an assertion that life in Montreal had
returned to normal.
And so LaFontaine and Baldwin stood in the courtyard of the Château Ramezay on that cool spring Monday afternoon,
waiting for him, as if in the dead space at the centre of a hurricane. You could think of them as a young but mature
couple, having met in their mid-thirties and taken power in their mid-forties. A few exchanged words would be enough for
mutual understanding. They were not talkative men, not orators, not tribunes, not easy in their manners in the eternal way
of politicians. They were introverts driven into the public place by their ideas. They stood at the eye of this storm because
of their beliefs. Both were tall, taller than most, imposing, almost pathologically calm. Until recently, the standard
readings of Canadian history have rarely looked beyond their surface characteristics.

16

Since Canada had responsible government the Governor General was obliged to give “royal assent” (approval) to any bill
the Canadian Government wanted passed into law. Before 1848 Governor Generals were notorious for not passing laws
Canadians wanted passed; instead, he would only pass bills into laws he felt either benefited the English and French elite of
the colony specifically or benefited the British Empire generally. Meeting the needs of the common people mattered little.
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LaFontaine (pictured at left), with an imposing forehead, the whole head large
and handsome in a classical way on big shoulders, had something of the welldressed bull about him. On the surface a rock of physical and emotional
stability, he was often thought to be arrogant and pompous. His attitudes were
more probably the protective guise of a man in almost constant pain, as often
bedridden as out in public. Through his twenties he had been physically strong,
ambitious, self-confident. But his illnesses had undermined all of that and
removed what little taste he had for the public side of public life. And although
happily married, he continued to long for the children his wife could not
conceive.

Baldwin (pictured at right) in his
twenties and early thirties had been
a brooding, romantic figure, given
to poetry and psychic uncertainty in
17

the manner of Goethe’s Young Werther. Like LaFontaine he had an
imposing public solidity about him. In reality he remained profoundly
romantic in the full early-nineteenth century sense of that word.18 The inner
life was carefully hiding from public view, even if the resulting outer calm
came at great cost. He radiated the self-confidence of a man born into the elite and
driven by his principles, but he was in permanent mourning, emotionally crippled by
the death of his wife thirteen years before. She was his one passionate all-consuming
love, dead at twenty-five, and he had never recovered. LaFontaine was among the few
who understood this. That was one of the binding elements in their friendship, that and
his attachment to Baldwin's children, the children he himself had not had.
We cannot know what they said to each other in undertones that afternoon as they waited and waited, standing like an
immovable single force, emanating calm and restraint and intellectual argument and legal frameworks and stubbornness, as if all of their ethical and intellectual weaponry could will our fragile democracy to hold together.
The crowd thickened into thousands as the carriage advanced, then the rocks and eggs began flying. The windows
were smashed. Both men were repeatedly hit. Colonel Jones kept his men in a tight cordon around the [Governor

17

Young Werther was the most widely read book written by German author Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1842 CE). The
character Werther was a stuck in a love triangle where he and another man loved the same woman. She did not return his
love and married the other man. His passion was so great for her that he ended up committing suicide. He could not accept
living without her.
18
Romanticism was an artistic, literary, musical, cultural and intellectual movement characterized by an emphasis on
emotion and individualism over reason. Romantic thinkers tended to glorify the past and nature and were highly critical of
the society emerging out of the Industrial Revolution (1750-1900 CE).
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General’s] coach and tried to keep it moving as the mob closed in on them. Sitting inside a closed carriage you are in a
cage—hardly protected, in full view, unable to do anything. Elgin sat as still as possible, blanched, moving only to avoid the
stones, as their pace slowed almost to a halt and the verbal and physical filth rained in on them.
We know exactly what LaFontaine and Baldwin believed was at stake as they stood waiting. They constantly expressed
their ideas and principles in speeches, articles and letters both political and personal. And yet the common interpretation built up over the past 160 years tends to ignore their ideas and to rush over these events, as if our stable, middleclass democracy didn't and doesn't want to think of itself as an intentional and controversial project and hates to be
reminded of riots and a burning Parliament and antidemocratic fervor, all led by our established elites. There
are no plaques or statues in Montreal explaining where, why, how we became a democracy, or how real and unusual
choices were made. There is nothing displayed in the Château Ramezay or the Bonsecours Market. To know exactly
where the Parliament stood, you must do archival research. Its walls are the outer perimeter of the surface parking lot on
Place d'Youville!
And so we have ended up thinking that Canada stumbled into democracy. We still insist on the central importance of
our common-law and civil-code origins, as if such British and French roots explain something essential. And yet the
anti-democratic movement and the riots that day were led precisely by those who claimed they were loyal to the British
way. And in France the civil-code tradition was at that very moment generously spilling blood and embracing an imperial dictatorship under Napoleon III.
Our standard historical interpretations skip quickly over the arrival in 1848 of an apparently technical concept —
Responsible Government — then rush on to what are presented as the European-style triumphs and tragedies of the
Canadian state. The few explanations given for the crisis of 1849 are concentrated on racial and religious tensions and
financial interests, thus reinforcing the old European idea that people cannot help but be divided by race, religion,
language and economic interests. The standard ways of understanding imply that no great or difficult intellectual or
ethical or political choices were being advanced in Montreal that April.
The events of 1848 and 1849 are interpreted and measured through the lens of the European option of the monolithic
nation-state, which is curious since the essence of the Canadian reform movement that came to power in 1848 was the
idea of a bilingual state, built on immigration, multiple religions and regional differences. In other words, a nonmonolithic, non-European model. Why, then, do we continue to see our history through the lens of the
European-style nation-state, which failed disastrously, killing a hundred million of its own in the first half of the
twentieth century alone? This rushing carelessly over our own events and our insistent dependence on European intellectual parameters continues to undermine our sense of why we are the way we are.
As I have argued in earlier books, there were already multiple and visible suggestions of what we might become in our
long history, in our Aboriginal past and present, in the adoption of immigrants into the circles of our existing societies.
The difference between what happened in Europe— including Britain —in 1848 and 1849 and what happened in
Canada provides a road map to many of those ideas in play.
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It is almost impossible today to feel the context of that time. Canada consisted of the southern part of Quebec and
Ontario. It contained a society arguably more democratic than those of other Western countries — again including
Britain — with, for example, a much broader franchise cutting across religious and racial lines. And beyond those borders and those of the other northern colonies lay Aboriginal societies democratic in a variety of ways that might almost
be summarized as communitarian.19
On the other hand, Canada's electoral politics were more violent than most, with club-wielding mobs fighting one
another and massive corruption. It would be a mistake to think of its parliamentarians in contemporary terms. The
Reformers may have belonged to a political movement devoted to restraint and non-violence, but in order to get to
the hustings platforms to vote in their individual ridings, they had more often than not to fight their way through
Orange Order mobs swinging clubs or armed gangs hired by the Family Compact government or the Governor
General. Deaths were common.
LaFontaine and Baldwin had been formed as political thinkers by the failed uprisings of 1837 in Lower and Upper
Canada. Without knowing the other, each had quickly come to almost identical conclusions: that the standard
European, or indeed U.S., ideas of racial and class struggle could not work here. They didn’t deny the importance of
language and culture. To the contrary. They simply came to believe that the particular way of life in these northern
territories meant that very different communities and individuals could be drawn together by ideas of the shared
public good. 20
This was not self-evident. In the 1830s and 1840s no colony, perhaps ever in history, had extricated itself from the
grip of an empire without fighting its way out or waiting for the empire to collapse. LaFontaine and Baldwin
developed an intellectual and political approach that was all about talking your way out, one argument at a time. It
involved creating laws and programs that would make this evolution seem inevitable.
The violent reaction of their opponents in the spring of 1849 was in part designed to draw the reformers back into the
mud—back into the supposed worldwide inevitability of violence based on racial, religious, linguistic differences. If
they were successful, they believed, the empire would be obliged to intervene in order to stop the colonial mobs from
killing one another. Power would then revert to the group loyal to the imperial authorities.
And so the first characteristic of the LaFontaine-Baldwin philosophy was a devotion to restraint. In the violent context
of the time this would be mistaken for weakness and indecision. Power was a metaphor for the constant maintenance
of order. If this required violence, so be it. A government’s job was to disperse mobs, if necessary by opening fire. In
1849 in Montreal the local Anglophone-dominated militia was probably not to be trusted to do that. But there were
more than enough British regulars to do a professional job. Properly lined up, opening fire in raking blasts, they could
disperse mobs many times their own size. That, after all, is how empires are held. The soldiers are always
outnumbered by the locals. That’s why, when they open fire, their intent it to achieve a mass effect by killing huge
19

Communitarism is a theory or system of social organization based on small self-governing communities. The individual is
responsible for the conduct to the community.
20
The benefit or well-being of the public
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numbers. The Canadian government’s refusal to keep order by shooting the mob, in fact their refusal to keep order at
all, was considered a failure of weakness by London, by the mob itself, even by much of the Reform elite.

Restraint was such a new and audacious strategy that its power was not at first self-evident. The rioting had begun on
the night of April 25, and for five days and nights LaFontaine and Baldwin hardly left Government House. The
cabinet operated from there. When the capital had been moved to Montreal in 1844, a four-storey building was
constructed behind the Chateau to hold government departments. LaFontaine, his wife and Baldwin discreetly moved
into hotels near the Chateau Ramezay, but the two men scarcely had time to use their beds.

They armed loyal civilians, disarmed them a day later, arrested troublemakers, released them, negotiated with selected
Opposition leaders, calmed their own MPs. Cabinet meetings ran all night. There were reports, proclamations, a press
campaign in Montreal, a press campaign across the two Canadas. There was urgent correspondence about local militia
with military rifles who might attempt a coup. Government leaders were attacked in the streets, their houses damaged.
LaFontaine’s new and handsome house was sacked. When attacked coming out of the temporary Parliament, he was
rescued by soldiers. The details of managing disorder almost always look and feel like confusion at the time, and this
was no exception. But the underlying line was that of restraint.

The combination of restraint and talking your way out of an empire would later become the method used in Australia
and New Zealand, then in India and eventually in the early 1960s in colony after colony, in much of the British
Empire and part of the French. But in 1849 in an atmosphere of violence and disorder it seemed an improbable
strategy, constantly provoking accusations, in the language of the day, of unmanly behavior.

But the dominant accusation was that of disloyalty. When you read the astonishing two-week debate over the Rebellion
Losses Bill, you are caught off guard by the eloquence, the anger, the intellectual sophistication, the verbal violence on
both sides of the issue. What cannot be missed is that this was a struggle over the notion of loyalty. Everything turned on
this eternal concept. Who was loyal, who a traitor? The leader of the Opposition, Sir Allan MacNab, and his allies had
built their careers on the idea of loyalty to Queen, empire, race, religion, and language. The assumption was Francophones
were the adversaries and would therefore assert their own set of loyalties. And indeed there was a small, growing group of
francophone nationalists who thought exactly that way. Thus both sides would be perfectly in line with what was
unfolding in Europe, and in the United States, where newly virulent nationalism had brought James Polk to the presidency
under the slogan “Fifty-four Forty or Fight,” the latitude representing the northern border of what was then the Oregon
Territory, jointly occupied by the U.S. and Great Britain. The objective was that the United States should invade Canada
to eject the British from the Territory. A loyal Canadian was therefore someone who was ready to fight back against any
disloyalties — whether coming from Catholics or Americans, or even the occasional Protestant. Today this notion may
ring hollow and seem ridiculous. Then it was the truth of Western civilization.

LaFontaine and Baldwin, and their allies—Francis Hincks, William Blake, Wolfred Nelson first among them—were
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arguing something new, something quite different: their opponents' loyalty was deeply treasonous because it sought to
set citizens one against the other, religion against religion, language against language, race against race. True loyalty, the
Reformers argued, was to the public good and to an ethically-based well-being that brought people together.

At key historic moments every society burns into its unconscious the outline of patterns for agreement and disagreement. These become the civilizational model and remain in place for centuries. The spring of 1849 was the
defining moment for modern Canada. One one side was the European monolithic model, the colonial party, loyal
to whatever empire was dominant, provided that this loyalty brought them power, income and psychic comfort—
power and income without real responsibility. Like all colonial elites they were pessimistic about their own capacity as
elites to think and act in a manner appropriate to this place. On the other side was a democratic movement that sought
to develop new approaches to the public good. In Canada that meant loyalty to an unprecedented idea of complexity,
which in turn meant that everyone, leaders in particular, would have to discipline themselves through restraint —
restraint as encouragement to a civilization of complexity involving the other. Each Canadian crisis since 1849 has
been a replay of these opposing patterns.

On that April afternoon the prime minister and his friend could not know most of this. But they knew they were in
uncharted territory. And they knew that reformers throughout the [Western world] had been destroyed by acting and
reacting in a predictable manner [e.g. using violence]. Salvation lay in the unpredictable [e.g. using restraint].

*****

IT WAS TWENTY AFTER TWO. A police officer ran into tell them that the state coach [carrying the Governor
General] had appeared at the far end of Rue Notre-Dame, a few minutes later that that mob was surging about it.
Somewhere out of sight the highly experienced but rather ancient Lieutenant-General Sir Benjamin d'Urban, the senior

military officer in the Canadas, was attempting to use his soldiers to ease the situation. He had agreed to the government
policy that his troops would not open fire on the mob. The strain on d'Urban was so great that he collapsed and died a
few weeks later.

LaFontaine and Baldwin could not help wondering if they hadn't miscalculated by bringing the Governor General into
town. If he were killed or wounded, the mob would have defeated itself. The empire could never side with a party that
killed its representative. But it would be a pyrrhic victory for the Reformers. The dye of violence and division would have been
set. Their philosophy of restraint would also have been proved unworkable.

They could hear the mob degenerating into violence. Word came that Elgin was surrounded, blocked, effectively their
hostage. Then Major Jones and his cavalry whipped up their horses and the carriage came bursting through, swerving into the
courtyard half wrecked. Elgin emerged from his filthy, broken-in cage carrying a large stone and disappeared inside the
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Chateau. He had lost his cocked hat. His uniform was a mess. The two friends gave orders that the parliamentarians should
now be brought over from the Bonsecours Market to present their Address, then followed the Governor General inside.
From the market to the Château is a pleasant two-minute stroll when there isn't a mob blocking the way. The
Opposition boycotted the ceremony, but fifty Members of Parliament (MPs)—virtually the whole Reform caucus21—led by
the Speaker of the House, came down the wooden stairs from the ballroom and out under the hoarding of the uncompleted
facade into the melee on Rue Saint-Paul. A regiment of regular soldiers created a protective ring around the MPs and
attempted to push their way across Saint-Paul into the maelstrom of Rue Saint-Claude, the narrow street leading up to the
Château. Stones, eggs, rotten vegetables rained down on them. At one point the infantry charged with bayonets fixed and the
mob fell back.
In any case these parliamentarians were a tough group. Dr. Wolfred Nelson and the young George-Etienne Cartier were
among them, leaders at the Battle of Saint-Denis in 1837 when they had defeated a British force of regulars; Francis
Hincks had created a gang of Montreal Irish Catholics for election riots; the solicitor general, William Blake, had
taken to carrying a pistol.
We are often told that liberal intellectuals are soft, cut off in the world of ideas, while men of action—physical action—tend
to be anti-intellectual and on the right. This government, which created the foundations of modern Canada, was led by
intellectuals formed in physical action. It was all the more remarkable that their aim was to change the system in order to
remove the violence. But if the soldiers couldn't protect them, they were probably capable of fighting their own way
through the mob.
They eventually arrived in the courtyard of the Château Ramezay in the same filthy state as Elgin. The Address was duly
read out: "We have witnessed with feelings of deep sorrow ... a mob of rioters ... in a time of profound peace and
tranquility have committed ... wanton and disgraceful outrages.... We further beg leave to express ... our deep sense of the
justice and impartiality which has uniformly characterized the constitutional government of Your Excellency...."
Elgin replied, "A free people can hardly fail to discover, in the faithful observance of all constitutional narratives, the best
security for the preservation of their rights and liberties."
Then the MPs melted away and the cabinet sat down to a long strategy session, while fighting spread through the
streets and barricades went up on Rue Notre-Dame to block the Governor General's departure. Elgin had to be
extricated without a battle, so they slipped him out the east side of the courtyard, his carriage cutting along Rue Gosford
to Rue Saint-Denis and up to Sherbrooke. The mob got wind of his escape and dashed in their carriages and on
horseback to cut him off at Sherbrooke and Saint-Laurent. They were, after all, the elite. They had carriages and horses.
Now they began stoning him in earnest, and the Carriage was broken in on all sides. His brother was badly wounded on
the head. They escaped again by breaking off on a track to the right and going all the way around the back of the
21

Caucus: a conference of members of a legislative body who belong to a particular party or faction. The Reform Party (or
faction) supported the idea of responsible government; however, many of them thought restraint and diplomacy should be
abandoned and the mobs dispersed through the use of the army.
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mountain. When Elgin arrived home he picked up two sharp cobblestones from the floor of his state carriage as presents
for his pregnant wife. She wrote a label for each stone and glued them on, then had a box built for storage. He
remained at Monklands for four months under military protection while things cooled off and the government governed.
The box with the labelled rocks can be seen today in Ottawa in the National Archives. He would later use the same
carriage for state openings of Parliament, its outside panels unrepaired, to remind the elite of how badly they had acted.
It would be several hours before LaFontaine and Baldwin knew that he had successfully escaped.

